
Have a seat
An exploration of the typical pair of jeans 
within construction and expression based 
on the sitting body. 
Focusing on the question 
“are you your legs?”
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ABSTRACT
This work investigates the typical denim jean in a sitting position with a focus on 
serving several possible answers to the question ”are you your legs?”. By exploring 
both the constructional, preconceptional and expressional possibilities within a 
pair of jeans, a method of using the waist-line and hem-line as measurement-points 
is found. The purpose of this study is to investigate the way of wearing jeans in a 
static seated position. Trough the years mainly the standing body has been used as 
base to create clothes. Only a few construction- and design-methods has been seen 
based on a sitting body. By challenging the narrow frame of jeans in both construc-
tion and expression, a range of innovative examples are found. Trough keeping 
and exaggerating the typical jean-details such as stitchings, pockets and flys, the 
jeans are still recognizable as the typical pair of jeans and the focus on distortion 
and challenging of a pair of jeans in relation to the sitting body is clear. By using the 
sitting body as base in both construction and design develpoing the limit is pushed 
further in questioning what a body is, what it needs and how it could be dressed.

KEYWORDS
Sitting body, construction, jeans, proporotions, legs
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INTRODUCTION TO THE FIELD
As a wheelchair user with a static seated body to dress, i have experienced the difficulties in wearing clothing 
constructed for a standing body. To wear clothing constructed for a standing body in a seated position is nei-
ther comfortable or flattering most of the times. Clothing for the static seated body needs to be developed both 
for commercial purposes and as an expressional tool in fashion and art.

The body used as base to create clothing has trough the years been a standing body. Only a few construction- 
and design-methods has been seen based on a sitting body.

One of many examples of pattern constructing books based on a standing body is ”Mönster och konstruktioner 
för damkläder” by I Öberg and H Ersman. This book has  information and recipes on pattern construction that 
could be used as a general guide when constructing for every possible shape and position, but the only de-
scribed version is how to make the patterns for a standing body in a small range of different standing postures.

If we travel back a few years more, the patterns were not only based on a standing body, they turned in to 
clothes that were very difficult or even impossible to sit in. Some examples of that can be seen in the pattern 
construction book ”Patterns of Fashion: The Cut and Construction of Clothes for Men and Women, C.1560-
1620”. Some of the patterns for dresses have longer corsets that cross the point where the body folds in a sitting 
position, others have padding and/or a metal construction around the bum that is impossible to sit on.

J.P THORNTON
In between the years of the first two examples there is an example of innovative pattern construction technique 
for a sitting body made for side saddle horse riding. In 1915 the book by J.P Thornton got published, called 
”International System of Ladies’ Garment Cutting”. This book contains examples among others of pattern con-
struction for a sitting body.

Fig 1.  J.P Thornton, International System of Ladies’ Garment Cutting
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THE HISTORY OF DENIM
A timeline of important denim-moments troughout the history
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THE HISTORY OF DENIM
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RICKARD LINDQVIST
In Rickard Lindqvists dissertation “Kinetic garment construction 
–Remarks on the foundations of pattern cutting” he is presenting a new 
way to construct garments with the movement of the body and elasticity of 
the fabric in mind. Compared to regular pattern construction this method is 
not only made for a standing body, it is made for a moving body including 
the sitting posture.

ENDLESS ABILITY
In clothing for sitting positions, the construction has lately been developed 
further in the way of reaching comfort, with the aim to look like the already 
existing design of clothes for a standing body. One example of this are 
these jeans made by Endless Ability.

Fig 2. Rickard Lindqvist, Kinetic garment construction, 2013

Fig 3. Endless Ability jeans for her by Chelsea Hill, 2016
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STATE OF THE ART
Latley some works have explored  the aspects of the typical pair of jeans, denim and proportions in a fashion context.

Fig 4. Y/Project fall 2017 Ready-To-Wear Fig 5. Y/Project Spring 2017 Ready-To-Wear

Y/PROJECT
Y/Project has experimented with the recognizable pair of jeans and challenged what they are 
and how they can be developed to still fit in the frame of jeans but as a new silhouette.
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MARQUES ´ALMEIDA
Marques ´Almeida is known for their distinguished way of working with denim. Some of 
their oufits could be placed in the jean-area more than others. Hence, what they all have in 
common is that raw grunge feeling of trashed denim which surely is a certain style within the 
area of jeans.

Fig 6. Marques ´Almeida Fall 2015 Ready-To-Wear
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ANREALAGE
Anrealage’s collection ”Wideshortslimlong” FW 2010, is about stretching proportions of recognizable gar-
ments. Anrealage worked with two spokes, one short and wide one and one long and slim one. According to 
the designer these bodies are distorted in percents based on the average height and width of a japaneese 
person. The collection could be interpreted as a way to redefine our notions of fashion.

Fig 7. Anrealage, Wideshortslimlong FW 2010
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AIM
To explore the constructional and expressional possibilites whithin the area of jeans by using the sitting body as body.
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MOTIVE
When looking at what has been made before the expression in clothing has been pushed through a standing body 
and constructed for standing and moving bodies. Construction methods for a sitting body has been touched upon 
in a way to reach comfort but with the aim for an already existing design The limit has been pushed in questioning 
what a body is, what it needs and how it could be dressed. However, they do not particularly consider a static seated 
position in an expressional way and that is how this work push the limit even further.
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MOTIVE
Rickard Lindqvist describes in his dissertation kinetic garment construction - remarks one the foundations of  pattern 
cutting (2015) in comparison to his work, the very typical procedure of constructing the body pattern, in this case  for 
a jacket at Bauer Tailor. “Vertical and horizontal measurements are taken while the customer stands in an upright 
position. From these measurements, a dia- gram of guidelines is chalked on pattern paper, and the pattern pieces are 
drafted within this matrix. The pattern pieces constructed within this tailoring matrix are then further adjusted for cer-
tain body types (e.g., particular postures, uneven shoulders, etc.) as needed.”  Lindqvists work is a developement from 
this regular pattern construction-method described, and the method is a result of experiments with the movement of 
the body and the elacticity of the fabric in mind. New lines replaces the standard horisontal and vertical lines in the 
pattern construction, the new lines are placed to get as much range in movement where the body bends or moves.

Why not use Lindqvists construction method (to the right in fig. 8) to make the basic-pattern for the static seated body?
The starting point is not a sitting body in his construction method. This project is not about movement, and the 
construction for the static seated position is not going to be a result of a movement, as the static seated position is 
not about movement. That is why the construction for the static seated body in this work has approximatley the same 
range of movement for the sitting body as the standard construction for a standing body (to the left in fig. 8 ) has for a 
standing body.

Fig 8. Rickard Lindqvist, Kinetic garment construction, 2013

The difference in constructing for a static seated body to a 
standing or moving body is in the angle the body creates that is 
permanent while the body is dressed, for examplpe while using 
a wheelchair. When constructing for a moving body as Lindqvist 
in this method (fig. 8) many postures has to be taken in to 
consideration but still with the standing body as body, while 
in this work the sitting body is the body. Not every outfit in this 
work does fit properly to the standing or moving body because 
they are constructed to fit only the static seated body, and their 
purpose is to be worn by a static seated body.
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MOTIVE
By using the typical denim jean as  garment type to develop (example fig. 9), the distortion makes a crucial point to 
the jeans as they have a standard design and construction that is very strongly inculcated in our minds. This implant-
ing makes placement and distortion of typical jean details such as waistband, pockets and flys argue the question 
“are you your legs?”

When looking at jeans today,  high waisted jeans are supposed to make the legs look longer and low waisted jeans 
with dropped crotch are supposed to make the legs look shorter. According to this the jeans are telling more about 
the legs than the legs and body are telling about the jeans. This is a neccesary point of view of use in this work since 
the frame of jeans and what is connected to that frame is what makes the measurement-points and variables to 
argue with by the means of placement, inversion and proportions.

The combination of a pair of blue jeans and a t-shirt is an outfit that is very well inprented in our heads how it is 
supposed to look like. It could be interpret as the standard, easy and everyday outfit but yet, work in many various 
contexts. Almost every closet has an outfit with a pair of jeans and a t-shirt. 
The jeans and t-shirt outfit has been very unchanged through the latest years and also slightly similar for men and 
women. This area and it’s typical frame is very well known and has because of that lots of room for non-expected 
design-developing and this is why the area is chosen for this project.

Fig. 9, Levi´s 501 from 1954 archive/reproduction.
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In an interview with The Forum from the BBC World Service David Miller states “jeans are the most 
personal thing you can wear, they wear to the body.” (2012). What he means as the body in in this 
case is the standing body: Though this work argues to broaden that point of view, both in the way 
to look at the body and the jeans.

MOTIVE
Compared to the adapted for seated position Endless Ability jeans (fig. 10) that are changing the 
construction to use the standard jean as aimed design result, though the body position and con-
struction differ from the standard pair of jeans, this work uses the typical standard design to distort 
and by that argue a question to reach for a new expression.

Fig 10 Endless Ability jeans for her by Chelsea Hill, 2016
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METHOD
MY BODY AS TOOL
In both fashion and art the body has been used as a tool to create shapes and expression. Not only the construction matter 
in terms of bodyshape and position, the body is as much an expressional as a constructional tool. Tracy warr describes in 
The artist´s body (2000) how the fact that artists use their own bodies as a material  in their work show a cross-fertilisation 
between ideas from different diciplines and cultures. 

THE ARGUMENTATION
In this work the method is based on the question “are you your legs?” and the importance is in the aim to argue this topic 
within the result. Mäkelä states in the article knowing trough making: the role of the artefact in practice-led research, that 
“within the frame of practice-led approach, artefacts have been conceived both as answers to particular research questions 
and as an argumentation to the topic concerned.” ( Mäkelä 2007)
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METHOD
MY BODY AS TOOL
As being a person rapidly changed 
from having moving and standing 
body to a static seated one, the wear 
of pants and jeans in particurlar 
became a problem in need of a solu-
tion. Because of the changed body 
position the waistband became 
higher in front and lower i back, also 
the front of the waistband pushed 
in to the body and in the back of the 
jeans created a gap between the 
waistband and body.

To develop a solution to this prob-
lem a horisontal cut in the middle 
of the seat were made. The waist-
band were now in the waistline of 
the body and the jeans followed the 
bodyshape of the seated body.
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Less fabric needed

More fabric needed More fabric needed

Less fabric needed

90 degree angle

90 degree angle

Waist line when 
sitting in pants 
made from pattern 
constucting for 
standing body

Hem line when 
sitting in pants 
made from pattern 
constructing for 
standing body

METHOD & DEVELOPMENT
CONSTRUCTION
What changes the way of constructing and designing for a static seated body compared to a stading body are the angles the body cre-
ates in the folding. There is one approx 90 degree angle in the hip- and bum-area and one approx 90 degree angle on every knee. The 
differences in creating clothing is only affected by the lower part of the body, especially in trousers and that is why this work were chosen 
to be based on trousers.
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METHOD
THE ARGUMENTATION
As a wheelchair user you now and then get 
countered as your whole body is disabled 
when the wheelchair actually only is a 
substitute for your legs. Meaning that the 
wheelchair says nothing about your body 
except that your legs may be out of func-
tion. A wheelchair user can ofcourse have 
other bodyparts less functional, but so can 
also a non-wheelchair user.  The fact that 
your legs may be out of function does not 
say anything about who you are as a per-
son, or if you are able to talk or eat, neither 
does your jeans. To then be countered as if 
you are your legs is the reason the question 
“are you your legs?” were chosen to argue 
with in the design process of this work.
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METHOD & DEVELOPMENT
DESIGN
A very significant pair trousers are the jeans. To make the argumentation about if you are you legs as clear as possible the jeans 
were selected as the pair of troursers to develop.  The jeans have many typical details such as waistband, pockets, rivets and flys 
that has been used as measurement points as the jeans distorts.

Could the whole body be dressed in a pair of jeans?

If the waistband is placed on the waistline of the body standardly, what happens when the waistband is placed higher or lower 
than standardly?
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METHOD & DEVELOPMENT
DESIGN
Within the jeans culture this question about deciding proportions is already argued with the high waisted, low waisted and 
dropped crotched jeans. The high waist are supposed to make your legs look longer, the low waisted are supposed to make them 
look shorter and the dropped crotch make the legs look even shorter. By using this well known perspective the waistband could 
be used as a point deciding the length of the legs and amount of legs in proportion to the rest of the body. This perspective has 
been used and exaggerated as a method to create the silhouettes. 

ARMHOLES

BODY-WAISTLINE

BODY-CROTCH

BODY-KNEES

LEG TO FOOT LINE
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DEVELOPMENT
STEP ONE

Constructing a 
toille from the de-
constructed jeans 
experiment.
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DEVELOPMENT
STEP TWO

Trying it on a real life body in a sitting and standing position. 
- The fitting has to be adjusted.
- The stitchings are very impotant to show the details that clarify that they are a pair of jeans.
- The authencity of jeans is missing.
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DEVELOPMENT
STEP THREE

Draping with an already existig pair of jeans to get the authencity in the search of shapes and verisons of non-standard place-
ments of waistband and jeans on the sitting body.

Separating the waistband 
fom the rest of the jeans.

Trying out different positions of the 
waistband above the waistline.

Trying out different positions of the 
waistband below the waistline.

Trying out wearing the jeans on the 
upper body where the jean legs 
becomes the sleaves and the jean 
butt becomes the back and shoul-
ders.
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DEVELOPMENT
STEP FOUR

Going from live drape exmepriment to photoshop-sketch.
Deciding this is the shape to create the basic construction 
to develop for this work.
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DEVELOPMENT
STEP FIVE

Draping construction on live body Making a toile and trying it on live 
body - not successful. Too much 
fabric around the crotch-area.

Trying another kind of construction 
method on flat table with 90 degree 
angle leg standing on the table.

Making new toile with adjustments 
from fitting in combination with the ta-
ble construction method construction.
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DEVELOPMENT
STEP SIX

Final fitting of toile and construction explenation compared to the regular construction.
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DEVELOPMENT
COMPOSITION 
Lineup and collection composition development.

Shape-focused lineup.

Suggestion of lineup with both denim and non-den-
im materials such as velvet and duschesse.

Deciding to focus on denim and t-shirt material, line-
up suggestion of a composition with both shapes, 

colors and materials in mind.

Photographed and photoshop sketched lineup with 
colors, materials and shapes in mind.
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DEVELOPMENT
COMPOSITION 
Lineup and collection composition development.

Lineup suggestion photo-
graphed. The t-shirts need 
something more, the third 

outfit need to be more 
“jeansy”.

Photographed lineup with 
printed t-shirts and clear 

denim materials for the 
“jeansyness”. Need more 
jeans-autencity as wear-

ings and more variation in 
the t-shirts.

Photoshop-sketched sug-
gestions on changes to 

get a greater variation. The 
knitted sweater in num-

ber two from left is too far 
away som the jeans and 

t-shirt concept.
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DEVELOPMENT
COMPOSITION 
Lineup and collection composition development.

Photographed lineup suggestion. 
Washings to get wearings and au-

thencity has been made in outfit 
2,3 & 7 from left.  More variations in 

t-shirts had also been suggested. 
Outfit 3 has the bandage-boots as 

a clear leg-piece: broken leg.

Photographed lineup sugges-
tion, changes in combination of 

garments has been made. The 
middle outfit is now standing, to 

show the construction and details 
clearer. The standing outfit does 
still question if you are your legs 

with the waistband higher and 
jeans-legs mostly worn outside 

the body-legs.

Changes in combinations of gar-
ments. Outfit 2 has the hoodie for 

an even more chunky look and 
outfit 4 has the printed t-shirt to 

cut the print and highlight the 
higher waist of the jeans.
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DEVELOPMENT
OUTFIT ONE

The waistband higher than the waist 
line as a tube-top-cut was draped and 
constructed for the seated body.
The blue raw denim with yellow stitch-
ings were chosen to get the typical 
“jeansy” look.
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DEVELOPMENT
OUTFIT ONE

From the basic-pattern created for 
this outfit photograps was taken 

to get an overview on what details 
were needed an suitable for the 

outfit.

Beltloops, coin-pocket, 
rivets and stitchins on 

inner legs marked in red 
is needed.

Back pockets with 
stiched detail logo seam 
, lable in back waistband 

and opening in outside 
leg marked in red.
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When photographing outfits for the lineup composition 
process a pair of jeans were open in the outside-leg-seam, 
this revealed the leg in a way that was chosen to use as 
a reveal of the leg in this outfit. To reveal the legs in the 
jeans as to show the leg, even though it is mosrtly dressed 
within the jeans.

The open seames were decided to make fringy instead of stiched 
and hemmed to keep the look of a pair of jeans where the seam 
got rifted, as a visual suggestion to question why the jeans should 
be stiched together in both leg-seams. I wanted them to look like 
the seam just got rifted rather than it being and opening that is 
supposed to be there.

DEVELOPMENT
OUTFIT ONE
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DEVELOPMENT
OUTFIT TWO

Started draping with a pair of existing jeans to play with 
the wholes in jeans and revealing of legs within jeans.

The construction for the seat is used fromthe basic pat-
tern for the seated body. The wholes was decided to be 
placed above the knee and on the ancle to show half of 

the legs and keep half of then dressed in the jeans. 

Blue raw denim with yellow stitching was firstly decided 
fot this outfit. 
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DEVELOPMENT
OUTFIT TWO

The jeans was combined with a printed t-shirt but then changed to be combined with an oversized hoddie on top  
in clear white to get more chunkyness and solidness in the outfit.
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DEVELOPMENT
OUTFIT TWO

Photograps was taken to get an 
overview on what details were 

needed an suitable for the outfit.

Beltloops, rivets, coin pocket, 
inner seam stitchings..

Back pockets with detail stitching.
Lable on back of waistband

Printed tshirt or hoodie.
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DEVELOPMENT
OUTFIT TWO Treatment with cholrine was 

decided to do, after several non 
sucessful troyouts with more 

enviromental friendly treatment 
methods.

Chlorine was the only method 
that made a noticable difference 

for the bleach of the denim.

Before After

During chlorine treatment Close-ups of result
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DEVELOPMENT
OUTFIT THREE

Made a toile to get the waistline to fit to the shoulders and arms. Decided to take away one of the jean-legs to show one body-leg.

Adjustments in construction were made on a fitting, The decision to have a lighter blue denim, like a “medium wash” was made. The color of the denim is lighter 
partly because of the composition in the lineup in relation to the silhouette, but also because the fabric is a little bit lighter than the darker blue raw denim which 

makes it create more folds where the long  leg creases. The creasing is clearer in a lighter fabric where the shadows have a higher contrast to the highlights.
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DEVELOPMENT
OUTFIT THREE

Photograps was taken to get an 
overview on what details were 

needed an suitable for the outfit.

Beltloops, rivets, backpockets, la-
bel on back of waistband marked 

in red.

No coin pocket because of the 
cutted shape of the pocket, if the 

pocket where whole, the coin 
pocket would be ouside of the 

ares used in this outfit.
Tearing should be added instead 

of stitching in the pocket part of 
the armhole to illustrate clearer 

that the pocket is cut of where the 
armhole is. 
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DEVELOPMENT
OUTFIT THREE

Before After

During treatment During drying
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DEVELOPMENT
OUTFIT FOUR

Started draping with already existing pair of jeans. to find a way to construct for witting position without using the basic pattern for 
the construction. From the straight pair of jeans , wholes there the thighs are in seated position were made.

The shape of the wholes were adjusted to follow the bodylines on a fitting. Raw blue denim were chosen both because of it’s “jeansyness” and it’s stiffness that 
suited vety well for this pair of jeans as they are worn without legs in them but still has to give a shape to stand out from the body.
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DEVELOPMENT
OUTFIT FOUR

The printed t-shirt was chosen to combine the jeans with to highlight  
their unusual height by cutting of the print.

The t-shirt is in a thin white polyester fabric to get the print look as good 
as possible by melting in the print in to the fibres.  It was important to 
have a thin fabric to get the softness and semi transparency in to the 

outfit as the denim is very stiff and thick.
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DEVELOPMENT
OUTFIT FOUR

Photograps was taken to get an 
overview on what details were 

needed an suitable for the outfit.

Beltloops, coin pocket, rivets, 
backpockets, label on back of 

waistband marked in red.
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DEVELOPMENT
OUTFIT FIVE

Draping experiments with having the waistband below the waistline started this outfit. In the beginning it was a pair 
of short jeans and a very long t-shirt. Theese had do be splitted into two jean legs, one waistband and one t-shirt to 

get the expression of having a pair of jeans with the waistband below the waistline without getting the expression that 
jeans have on a bathroom visit.
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DEVELOPMENT
OUTFIT FIVE

The t-shirt in this outfit is made in a thin white polyester fabric to get 
the print-result as good as possible by transfer printing. The print was 

first with orange bakground and a rectangular wider than tall. The print 
did look small in comparison to the t-shirt and therefore the print was 

stretched out in the same way ar the t-shirt is. Twice as long. The color of 
the print was also changed to get a greater variation in the composition of 

the lineup for the prints..
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DEVELOPMENT
OUTFIT FIVE

Photograps was taken to get an 
overview on what details were 

needed an suitable for the outfit.

A decision to not wear it like this 
was made.

The outfit should 
be worn with the 

legs crossed.

Stitchings, coin pocket, rivets, 
lable on waistband and print 

marked in red.
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DEVELOPMENT
OUTFIT SIX

This outfit started with photoshop sketching. Then starting making 
a toile from the basig pattern for sitting position but making the 

waist higher and slightly wider so the head could fit in the “waist” of 
the jeans. decisions were made on fitting about th´where the arm-

holes should be and how high the waist should be. At second fitting 
the height of the waist were lowerd to still be able  see the body and 

person wearing the jeans.  
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DEVELOPMENT
OUTFIT SIX

Photograps was taken to get an 
overview on what details were 

needed an suitable for the outfit.

The material needed to be 
changed. The raw blue denim 

would be more suitable to get a 
clear jeans referece,. Even thouch 
the jeans are very similar to a pair 

of jeans the body make them look 
very different so in this outfit it was 

important to stay as “jeansy” as 
possible in the material. The outfit 

would also benefit from the stiff-
ness in the blue raw denim.

Besides that details such as belt 
loops, coin pocket, rivets, stitch-

ings and lables are important. 
Marked in red.
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DEVELOPMENT
OUTFIT SEVEN

This outfit was developed from live draping tryouts with a pair of existing jeans. They were tried on the body with the waist-
band and fly detatched only from the front part, then  worn by upper body with the arms in the jean-legs. Fabric had to be 

added on the shoulers to have the jeans fit the upper body as a jacket.

The jeans worn as a jacket, and the jeans worn as pants             When wearing the jeans on the upper body, the t-shirt goes on 
the lower body. Draping experiments was made with a t-shirt on 

one leg to get the t-shirt look even when worn by a leg.

Trying out different kind of rivets
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DEVELOPMENT
OUTFIT SEVEN

Photograps was taken to get an 
overview on what details were 

needed an suitable for the outfit.

No uncrossed legs wearing

No uncrossed legs wearing

Belt loops, coin pocket, rivets, 
labke in back og waistband, back-

pockets moves closer and print on 
t-shirt.
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RESULT & CONCLUTIONS
LINEUP

This work aims to explore the constructional and expressional possibilites whithin the area of jeans by using the sitting body as body.
Solutions to the contruction were explored and found to use as a fodation to build the deign upon. In outfit four and seven the constructions were the key to the 
design idéa which I did not excpect before trying out the construction developements.

As referd to in the motive is this interview with The Forum from the BBC World Service where David Miller states “jeans are the most personal thing you can wear, 
they wear to the body.” (2012). This kind of statements are very common, talking about the body as the standing body, and that is understandable beacuse the 
majority of living bodys are often standing ones. Hence, the body is so much more than a standing position or a walking movement.  
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Raw blue denim with 
yellow stitchings

RESULT & CONCLUTIONS
OUTFIT ONE
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This is the outfit closest to 
the regular jeans and t-shirt 
look. It is a pair of high waisted 
jeans with trashed holes that 
the legs go first out from and 
then in to. A way of revealing 
the legs in the jeans.

Dirty white 
jersey 
100 % cotton

Medium blue washed 
denim with yellow 
stitchings

RESULT & CONCLUTIONS
OUTFIT TWO
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RESULT & CONCLUTIONS
OUTFIT TWO
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RESULT & CONCLUTIONS
OUTFIT TWO
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Lighter blue denim with 
yellow stitchings

RESULT & CONCLUTIONS
OUTFIT FIVE
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This outfit is the only one covering the butt without having the construction for sitting. Instead theese 
jeans have another kind of solution to make them follow the body in a seated position. Instead of mak-
ing the straight garment follow the body, holes were made for the body to come out from where the 
body folds. Therefore the body and the jeans do not follow each other in the same way in this outfit, as 
in the other ones. The pros of this solution is that the garment is possible to wear also in standing posi-
tion, standing still or when moving and walking.

Thin, white jersey 
100 % polyester

Raw blue denim with 
yellow stitchings

RESULT & CONCLUTIONS
OUTFIT FOUR
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RESULT & CONCLUTIONS
OUTFIT FOUR
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RESULT & CONCLUTIONS
OUTFIT FOUR
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Medium blue denim 
with yellow stitchings

Thin, white jersey 
100 % polyester

RESULT & CONCLUTIONS
OUTFIT FIVE                                                                                                                                  
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These are the jeans that cover the most of the body in the result of this work. They are a very standard 
pair of jeans except for the construction for sitting and the stretched out upper part with one hole for 
every arm. This indicates the importance of keeping features from the standard jean to get a sufficent 
possibility to distort and still making them recognizable as a pair of jeans.

Raw blue denim with 
yellow stitchings

RESULT & CONCLUTIONS
OUTFIT SIX
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This is the outfit where the jeans are the jacket. The legs of the 
jeans are the sleeves and the “butt” with backpockets are the back 
and shoulders. Since the jeans are placed on the upper body, the 
t-shirt is places on the lower body, it is the other way arounf of how 
we are used to see the combination of jeans and t-shirt.

Washed light blue 
denim with yellow 
stitchings

Thin, white jersey 
100 % polyester

RESULT & CONCLUTIONS
OUTFIT SEVEN                                                                                                                                            
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The whole body had been proved it could be dressed in a pair of 
jeans.

Examples on the waistband placed higher or lower than standardly 
had been illustrated. The silhouette changes but with clear typical 
jeans details ,the garments are still regognizable as pairs of jeans 
worn in a non-expected way.

The construction and design for a specific static position is inves-
tigated. This topic could be investigated endlessly as well as other 
positions of the body. To use the positions of the body is an intrest-
ing way of developing new shapes and expressions. By the method 
of using body positions the way to look at what a body is, what it 
needs and how it could be dressed could be broaden.

DISCUSSION
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DISCUSSION
WHAT COULD A BODY BE, WHAT COULD A PAIR OF JEANS BE AND HOW DO THEY DEPEND ON EACH OTHER? 

A body could be anything, it is defenitly not only a straight up standing body. A body can move, or be perma-
nent positionated in varoius positions. A body can have very different shapes and proportions. The body is a 
very good tool for both constructing, searching for expressions or doing both at the same time. The body is 
and has to be a central point in a work that aims to be worn by a body. Sometimes it is important when mak-
ing decisions  in the process what body is going to wear the work, sometimes it is not. In this work it is impor-
tant that the body is a static seated body. 

The proportions of the legs is visyally discussed in this work. When the jeans are higher and covering more of 
the body, the size of the legs changes in relation to the rest of the body. The work points on if the jeans really 
are telling you about the body, or if the body telling you about the jeans. 

The unexpected hiding and revealing of body parts in the context of a pair of jeans and a t-shirt is illustrated in 
this work. Jeans are usually covering the legs, but in this work they get the chance to to the opposite. The jeans 
are revealing the legs as a poiner on if the jeans really are the legs even when they are not covering them. 

The placement of the jeans and t-shirt in relation to the body and the “jeans and t-shirt frame” is visually 
discussed. When the jeans are covering the upper body, the jean-legs covers the arms, the backpockets are 
placed on the back/shouders, the fly is in the front of the torso,  and the t-shirt is covering a leg. This is ques-
tioning the jeans as if they are still a pair of jeans then. The t-shirt is no longer used as a t-shirt usually is, still it 
is a t-shirt, but covering the leg insted of the chest. The jeans for the upper body could be called a jeans jacket 
and the t-shirt for the leg could be called a leg t-shirt. The questioning in this is what is important and if we 
knew the answers, the important following discussion would not be active.

The discussion in this work about what a body could be is very analogue to the discussion about what a pair 
of jeans could be. They depend on each other in order to explain and argue what they are they have to chal-
lenge their relationship. 
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